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Introduction
Boys best engage with content when given a choice. Reichert and Hawley’s (2010) study indicated 
that “both boys and teachers attested to the skill and self-confidence gained in the process of 
conceiving and creating products” (p. 33). Harnessing the power of the student’s unique voice and 
allowing choices, develops the agency required of thinkers in today’s world.

The Research Question
How might creating choice design tasks develop engagement in Grade 11 boys?

Research Context and Participants
Established in 1911, Saint Christopher’s School educates approximately 970 Junior Kindergarten 
through Grade 12 boys in Richmond, Virginia, USA. The school prides itself on the “whole boy” 
approach to education, including weaving honor, leadership, and community service into an 
academically rigorous environment with a supportive community. This action research project took 
place with a regular-level physics class of 18 boys. 

The Research Action
“Projectiles” is a particularly difficult topic in Physics class, so I decided that it would be a great 
topic in which to change the assessment tools. The projectile unit began about six weeks into the 
Fall semester. The outline of the Design Choice task was given in a Google document that was 
shared with each student. 

Choice of Three Topics: Sports, Ballistics, or Aircraft

Required Work for all: Projectile Motion Questions, Interview an Expert, Nerf Launcher Lab, &
Design/Execute your own lab

Final Choice design task: TED talk, Video, Poster, or Teach Lower School Students

Data Collection and Analysis
● The methods were surveys, observations, and interviews. The collection of data included questions to gauge 

engagement and the idea of choice. 

● I selected a color-coding system for the themes of engagement that emerged. Engagement themes included active 
participation in decision-making, intrinsic curiosity, motivation, and student choice. 

● Following a thorough review of the data, including comparing all the surveys and interviews, three themes emerged and 
confirmed that engagement increased as a result of choices in learning.

Key Findings and Discussion

1.  Students Value Choice: Boys understood that learning is complex and choices enabled them to engage differently with 
physics.

2. Choice Design Tasks Aid in Developing Agency: By the end of the project, when assessing their learning, only 3 out of 
15 students mentioned physics concepts, while the majority focused on the paths to understanding and connections 
they made, demonstrating their developing agency. As the students were given more choices throughout the project, 
they refined their understanding and employed their voice to show mastery of their concept.  

3. Intrinsic Curiosity Correlates Directly with Engagement: Curiosity is strong with Grade 11 boys and when harnessing 
that ability, they can produce valuable connections in their learning. 

Conclusions
By allowing time for the boys to develop their voice in the assignments and through the scaffolding of the Design 
Choice task, the students had the freedom to ask questions and become intrinsically curious about a topic of interest. 
Importantly, boys made connections between the learning in the Physics classroom and the world. These connections 
and their curiosity point to increased engagement in the physics students. With the rapidly changing skills needed in 
today’s world, we should continue to consider how students are engaging in their own learning. Teachers should no 
longer be just content experts, but should also lead students through processing their intrinsic curiosity to make 
connections in novel ways. 
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“I chose to add certain things to my lab 
and video and physical object. I added 
videos and post-lab questions to make the 
lab and data better, and photos to make 
the object more creative. I also chose to do 
it on sports because I really love sports 
and have always been interested in how 
kickers kick the ball so far and 
accurately.” 

“My favorite part of this project was seeing 
what the actual velocity was for a dive. This will 
actually help me in my swimming, so this lab 
was important for me.” 

“This project 
helped me 
understand 
Physics in a 
different way.” 
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